Master’s Program requires 52 credits.

Requirements for MEd

Master’s Degree in Special Education 4+1

Academic Year 2013-14

Name ____________________________________________

Advisor ____________________________________________

Fall applications will be due by September 15 (notification of acceptance will be November 15); Spring applications by March 15 (notification of acceptance will be May 1).

REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATE ACCEPTANCE:

1. Meet requirements for and attain Formal Acceptance into the undergraduate program (Education Manual, Page 17).
2. Receive a B or above in MSE 512 (Learning Environment and Social Interaction in Inclusive Settings) and MSE 522 (Foundations of Inclusive Education).
3. Complete MSE 524 (Methods of Teaching Students with High Incidence Disabilities).
5. Maintain a 3.3 cumulative GPA or above.
6. Pass the Pre-Service Academic Performance Assessment (PAPA) examinations.
8. Provide two letters of recommendation in support of your academic and professional abilities for success in the program.
9. Submit a writing sample which demonstrates higher-order thinking, writing, and communication skills.

Credits  Grade  Term-

Undergraduate Study – 12 credits
MSE  512  Learning Environment and Social Interaction in Inclusive Settings  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  522  Foundations of Inclusive Education  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  524  Methods of Teaching Students w/ High Incidence Disabilities  4.00  ______  ______

Methods, Policy, Assessment, and Law – 12 credits (offered in accelerated online formats in Summer)
MSE  530  Methods of Teaching Students w/ Low Incidence Disabilities  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  533  Assessment in Special & Inclusive Education  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  540  Etiology, Equity, and Law  4.00  ______  ______

Fifth year of Study – 28 credits – Students MUST select their graduate level focus (PreK-8 or 7-12).
MSE  542  Effective Instruction for Students w/ PDD and/or ED  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  544  Intensive Reading, Writing, & Mathematics Intervention  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  565  Issues in Special Education  4.00  ______  ______
MSE  570  Professional Internship  12.00  ______  ______
MSE  590  Graduate Seminar  4.00  ______  ______